EUROGOMMA is happy

to propose to our clients
in mining the new range
of our rubber screen
panels for tough
application like crusher
screens and primary ore
screening.

Tough rubber
screen panel
610x610mm or
similar for top
decks

Our factory in Russia has
celebrated 10 years of
productive activity in
2018 and this time lapse
has permitted our
company to create
strategic cooperation
with some of the main
players in mining in the
country.
Tough rubber screens
have been widely used in
Russian mining plants for
the last decades and now
we can use this
experience to offer our
global Clientele a long
lasting and highly wear
resistant product.
Our product range is
made of all the
components which are
necessary to a full deck
construction:
 Screen panel
 Central hold down
bar
 Side bar

Rubber screen panel
610x610mm or
similar for middle
and bottom decks

Rubber
central hold
down bar

Rubber blank panel
610x610mm or
similar for top,
middle and bottom
decks

Rubber side
bar

Together with our selfsupporting rubber screens we
offer a wide range of rubber
lining for Ball and SAG Mills.
The high wear resistance and
resilience of our rubber make
our lifting bars and liners
suitable to every application
in mining.
Our lining systems are
designed to fit in all the
major brands of Mills for
mining and we can easily
design and produce specific
products for customized
applications.

If it is true that our
rubber screens are
mainly addressed to
tough applications,
rubber is sometimes
preferred to
polyurethane in some
standard situations
like gross and trommel
screening.

In these occasions our
ERStep and EURO-PS
screen panels are
made of rubber.
Our screen panels are
supplied with rubber
weir and scroll bars if
needed.
Our target is the
complete satisfaction
of our clients.
We do not mind if
rubber or
polyurethane is the
way to achieve the
target.

Trommel
screen with
weir bar

Trommel
screen with
scroll bar
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